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Abstract: Transcranial direct current stimulation (tDCS) has previously shown different cortical
excitability and neuropsychological effects between women and men. However, the sex-specific
effects of tDCS on leg muscle fatigability has not been investigated. The purpose of this study was
to determine the effects of a single session of 2 mA and 4 mA primary motor cortex tDCS on leg
muscle fatigability in healthy young men and women in a crossover design. Twenty participants
(women = 10) completed isokinetic fatigue testing (40 maximal reps, 120◦/s) of the knee extensors
and flexors in conjunction with sham, 2 mA, and 4 mA tDCS in a double-blind, randomized design.
The fatigue index from each condition was calculated. Women had significantly greater knee extensor
fatigability in the 4 mA condition compared to men (57.8 ± 6.8% versus 44.1 ± 18.4%; p = 0.041,
d = 0.99). This study provides additional evidence that responses to tDCS may be sex-specific and
highlights the necessity of accounting and powering for sex differences in future investigations.
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1. Introduction

Transcranial direct current stimulation (tDCS) is a non-invasive method of modulating the
excitability of the cortex. tDCS applied over the motor cortex is presumed to be polarity-dependent,
with brain areas under the anode increasing excitation and areas under the cathode decreasing
excitation [1]. A current impediment to research of the augmentation of brain function with tDCS is
the vast diversity and inconsistency in outcome results of tDCS studies. Investigations with similar
designs often report different results, and study-specific parameters and tasks can only partially
account for these discrepancies. Thus, despite the promising potential of tDCS for patient recovery
and treatment [2], such inconsistencies and recent contrary findings [3,4] have caused some to doubt
the efficacy tDCS.

There is growing evidence suggesting that neuroplastic changes from tDCS might be influenced
by sex-specific variables. Kuo et al. [5] reported sex differences in the primary motor cortex after
short-duration and long-duration tDCS. In their study, women had prolonged after-effects of cathodal
stimulation (at 0, 10, 20, 30, 60, and 90 min post-stimulation), and men exhibited stronger anodal
after-effects (at 90 min post-stimulation). Other studies have also suggested potential sex-mediated
differences in tDCS responses, which are attributed to variations in skull structure, such as cortical
bone density and cancellous bone thickness [6], and background hormone levels [7,8]. In addition,
some studies have reported sex-specific cognitive effects from tDCS applied to different brain regions.
For example, differences between women and men from stimulation of the dorsolateral prefrontal
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cortex for verbal working memory [9], the left parietal cortex for visual spatial attention [10], the
bilateral temporal cortex for somatosensory integration [11], and the bilateral superior temporal cortex
for facial expression recognition [12] have all been reported. Interestingly, no studies to date have
investigated sex-related differences in tDCS responses to motor tasks, such as performance fatigability.

Fatigue is a common outcome measure in tDCS research and is defined as “the decrease in
physical and/or mental performance that results from changes in central, psychological, and/or
peripheral factors” [13]. In addition, performance fatigability is the magnitude or rate of change in
performance over a given time relative to a reference value. The effects of tDCS on performance
fatigability in healthy participants [14–16] and in people with neurological impairments [17–22] has
been previously investigated and has yielded ambiguous findings. The mixed results might be from a
lack of standardized protocols and inconsistent definitions of fatigue, which makes comparison of
fatigue outcomes between studies more challenging. Nevertheless, a majority have used isometric
contractions, tDCS intensities less ≤ 2 mA, and administered stimulation before a given task. Only two
studies [14,15] applied different intensities of tDCS (2 mA and 4 mA) during an isokinetic fatigue task
in healthy young adults. Surprisingly, the authors found that both lower and higher intensity tDCS
resulted in greater leg muscle fatigability compared to sham. However, all of the performance fatigue
studies described above included participant groups with a mixture of men and women, and none
treated sex as a discriminating factor.

Considering that previous studies propose potentially conflicting findings, e.g., men might receive
more current at the cortex than women [6] while women might have more pronounced tDCS effects than
men [10,12], investigation of differences in tDCS responses between men and women is a meaningful
issue to explore. Such studies will help uncover the optimal tDCS intensities (or range of intensities)
unique to each sex and avoid exposing participants to higher current densities than may be required,
which would help avoid problems with unacceptable scalp sensations and controlling for placebo
effects. Therefore, the primary aim of the present study was to address this topic by determining the
effects of 2 mA and 4 mA tDCS on leg muscle fatigability in healthy young men and women, using
objective performance fatigability data (i.e., peak torque, [23]). It was hypothesized that tDCS at either
intensity would induce sex-related differences in the performance of a repetitive isokinetic fatigue task.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Participants

Twenty healthy young adults were recruited (women = 10; mean ± SD, age = 24.6 ± 3.8 years,
height = 171.1 ± 11.1 cm, weight = 71.7 ± 14.0 kg). Inclusion criteria included the following: (1) young
adult (between 18 and 30 years old); (2) physically active (perform at least 30 min of moderate intensity
physical activity on at least 3 days of the week for the previous 3 months); (3) right-side dominant;
(4) no chronic neurological, psychiatric, or medical conditions; and (5) not taking any psychoactive
medications. Exclusion criteria included the following: (1) pregnancy; (2) holes or fissures in the
skull; and (3) metal objects or other devices implanted in the skull (e.g., metal plate). This study
was approved by the Institutional Review Board at the University and Iowa in accordance with the
Declaration of Helsinki, and all participants provided written informed consent before participating.

2.2. Experimental Protocol

Participants completed four experimental sessions spaced 5–8 days apart for this double-blind,
randomized, sham-controlled study. During the first session, right-side dominance was objectively
tested with isokinetic maximal voluntary contraction testing of the knee extensors and flexors to
help avoid the potential for functional brain morphology differences between right-dominant and
left-dominant participants [24]. Only participants who were determined to be right-side dominant
were retained for participation in the study. After strength testing, and in order to become familiarized
with the isokinetic fatigue task (FT), participants performed the right leg fatigue task (R-FT) and
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left leg fatigue task (L-FT) with a short (<2 min) interval between each task. The R-FT was always
completed first in the familiarization and subsequent tDCS sessions. During sessions 2–4 (tDCS
sessions), participants were randomly administered one of three tDCS intensities (sham, 2 mA, and
4 mA) during the R-FT and L-FT.

2.3. Isokinetic Strength Testing

The isokinetic tests (strength and fatigue) were delivered with an isokinetic dynamometer
(HUMAC NORM, CSMi, Stoughton, MA, USA). Strength testing began with a submaximal warm-up of
the knee extensors and flexors consisting of 15 concentric/concentric repetitions at 60◦/s. After a short
rest (≥30 s), the participants performed five sets of one repetition of maximal effort knee extension and
flexion (concentric/concentric, 60◦/s) on the right leg with ≥30 s of rest between each set. After a 2 min
rest, participants repeated the strength testing on the left leg. During the test, administrators provided
verbal encouragement to the participants to promote a maximal effort performance. Dominance was
verified by examining the highest peak torque from the five maximal efforts on each leg.

2.4. Isokinetic Fatigue Testing

The FT commenced with the same submaximal warm-up as the strength test (15 reps,
concentric/concentric, 60◦/s) and consisted of 40 continuous concentric/concentric maximal contractions
of the knee extensors and flexors at 120◦/s [25]. This FT protocol has been well established in both
healthy people and people with neurological disorders [14,15,26–30]. At minute 15 of the tDCS protocol
(see “tDCS sessions” below), the R-FT was performed, followed by the L-FT. Including the transition
time between the R-FT and L-FT, the total time for the FT was 4.5–5 min. Verbal and visual (i.e., from
test administrators and bar graph of work achieved, respectively) feedback was given to participants
to encourage them to achieve their maximal effort during each contraction.

2.5. tDCS Sessions

tDCS was delivered with a battery powered 1x1 tDCS Low-Intensity Stimulator (Model 1300A,
Soterix Medical Inc., New York, NY, USA) through two carbon electrodes inserted into 5 cm × 7 cm
EASYpad sponges (35 cm2 surface area; Soterix Medical Inc., New York, NY, USA). The electrodes were
soaked in 10–15 mL of 0.09% NaCL saline and held in place using an EASYstrap (Soterix Medical Inc.,
New York, NY, USA). The current density was 0.06 mA/cm2 for the 2 mA intensity and 0.11 mA/cm2

for the 4 mA intensity. The anode was placed over C3, using the 10-20 EEG placement convention [31],
and the cathode was placed over the supraorbital area on the contralateral side (Figure 1).
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This montage was chosen to maximize motor performance by targeting the dominant M1 [32].
Similar to previous tDCS studies targeting unilateral M1 leg areas [33,34], the anode bordered or
covered the center of the skull (Cz). Therefore, the anode also covered the leg area of the dominant
M1, which is located in the longitudinal fissure [34]. During active tDCS conditions, the stimulation
ramped-up over a 30 s period and then remained at the target intensity for 20 min before ramping back
down to 0 mA over 30 s. During sham tDCS, the stimulator performed a 30 s ramp-up to 2 mA followed
by an immediate 30 s ramp-down to 0 mA in order simulate stimulation-related sensations and maintain
condition blinding [35]. After this initial ramp-up and immediate ramp-down, the tDCS intensity
remained at 0 mA. To ensure good contact quality between the anode and cathode, a “Pre-Stim Tickle”
function was activated for 30 s at 1 mA. This function provides feedback about how well the anode and
cathode were connected; adjustments to the electrodes (ensuring they were adequately soaked and
securely placed) were made as necessary. To ensure the same electrode placement during subsequent
tDCS sessions, the location of the electrodes on the EASYstrap (which has distance markings similar to
a ruler) was recorded for each participant during the first tDCS session. tDCS was delivered while
participants were seated in the dynamometer chair. At minute 15 of stimulation, the R-FT and the
L-FT were performed over the final 5 min of the tDCS condition. Stimulation before performing a
task may activate neuronal populations in a non-specific way [36]. In addition, although most have
stimulated before a task [37], some motor and cognitive learning studies [38–41] have demonstrated
that tDCS during a task may theoretically enhance endogenous signals during task execution and
therefore benefit performance.

After the completion of the FT and tDCS, participants were asked to describe the sensations they
experienced from stimulation (e.g., itching, tingling, burning, etc.) and to rate stimulation severity on a
10-point (1 = “barely perceptible” and 10 = “most I could possible stand”) Likert-type scale [14,15,42].
Participants were also asked to guess which stimulation intensity (sham, 2 mA, or 4 mA) they received
in their session. Responses were recorded, but feedback about guesses was not provided until the end
of the final session, at which time experimenter blinding for that subject was also broken.

2.6. Data Analysis

To examine the effect of different tDCS intensities on leg muscle fatigue, a torque-derived fatigue
index (FI-T) was calculated for both the knee extensors and flexors on each leg. The FI-T was
computed using the peak torque from each repetition of the FT as follows: ([mean of the first five
repetitions − mean of last five repetitions]/[mean of first five repetitions]) × 100 [14,15,26,27,29,30].
The first two repetitions of each FT were considered as adaptations to the FT and were excluded from
the FI-T calculation [14,15] (Figure 2). The stimulation sensation severity reports were averaged for
similar sensations to determine tDCS tolerability, and the percent of correct tDCS condition guesses
determined blinding integrity.
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Figure 2. Peak torque of the right knee extensors for women (n = 10; left) and men (n = 10, right).
The bars represent the mean ± SEM of the maximum torque achieved during the repetition. Note
that the first two repetitions (light gray) were considered as adaptations and were not included in the
fatigue index calculation.
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2.7. Statistical Analysis

Differences between the knee extensors and flexors were expected a priori [43] and were not
included in the analysis. The FI-T data for the right knee extensors and right knee flexors were
investigated with a repeated-measures ANOVA, with stimulation (sham, 2 mA, and 4 mA) as a
within-subjects factor and sex (male, female) as a between-subjects factor. Post-hoc pairwise testing
and effect sizes (Cohen’s d) clarified significant main and interaction effects. The assumptions for all
statistical tests (e.g., normality, linearity, sphericity) were investigated via histograms, skewness and
kurtosis statistics, Q-Q plots, the Shapiro–Wilk test, and Mauchly’s Test of Sphericity. Significance was
accepted at p < 0.05, after a Bonferroni correction. Analyses were performed using SPSS 25 (IMB Corp,
Armonk, NY, USA).

3. Results

All participants completed all testing sessions, and there were no incomplete datasets. All variables
met the assumptions for the statistical tests, and no adjustments were made. Data in the text are
mean ± SD and mean ± SEM in the figures. The results of the repeated measures ANOVA indicated
a significant stimulation X sex interaction for the right knee extensors (p = 0.027), but no significant
stimulation or sex main effects (p = 0.302 and p = 0.123, respectively). Pairwise testing indicated that
the women had significantly greater knee extensor fatigability in the 4 mA condition compared to
men (57.8 ± 6.8% versus 44.1 ± 18.4%; p = 0.041, d = 0.99; Figure 3). There was also a trend toward
a significantly greater fatigability in women in the 4 mA condition compared to the sham condition
(57.8 ± 6.8% versus 50.6 ± 6.7%, p = 0.069, d = 1.07).
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Figure 3. Fatigue index of the right knee extensors, stratified by transcranial direct current stimulation
(tDCS) condition and sex. Data are mean ± SEM. * indicates 4 mA condition in women significantly
greater than the 4 mA condition in men.

The tolerability reports and blinding integrity for men and women are reported in Table 1. Overall,
the tDCS was well tolerated by both participant groups and were mild to moderate in severity. As for
stimulation blinding, a majority of women and men correctly guessed sham (60% and 70%, respectively)
and a nearly equivalent number of women and men correctly guessed the 2 mA and 4 mA conditions
(50% and 60%; 40% and 50%, respectively).
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Table 1. Stimulation sensation reports and blinding results from transcranial direct current stimulation.

Sham 2 mA 4 mA
Women Men Women Men Women Men

Sensation
Tingling 2.0 ± 0.0 (n = 1) 1.8 ± 0.8 (n = 5) 2.8 ± 1.0 (n = 4) 1.8 ± 1.1 (n = 5) 5.0 ± 0.0 (n = 1) 2.7 ± 1.5 (n = 6)
Itching 2.7 ± 1.5 (n = 3) 1.7 ± 0.6 (n = 3) 4.3 ± 1.2 (n = 8) 3.5+ 0 0.7 (n = 2) 4.0 ± 1.8 (n = 6) 2.0 ± 1.0 (n = 3)

Burning 4.0 ± 1.4 (n = 2) 2.7 ± 0.6 (n = 3) 3.7 ± 3.1 (n = 3) 1.6 ± 0.9 (n = 5) 6.0 ± 1.4 (n = 5) 4.0 ± 1.4 (n = 5)
Prickling 3.0 ± 1.2 (n = 4) NR 5.5 + 0.7 (n = 2) 3.0 ± 0.0 (n = 1) 4.0 ± 0.0 (n = 1) NR
Poking 6.0 ± 0.0 (n = 1) NR NR NR 2.0 ± 0.0 (n = 1) 4.0 ± 0.0 (n = 1)

Pins/Needles NR NR 3.0 ± 0.0 (n = 1) NR 6.0 ± 0.0 (n = 1) 2.0 ± 1.4 (n = 2)
Stinging NR 1.5 ± 0.7 (n = 2) NR 2.0 ± 0.0 (n = 2) NR NR
Pinching NR NR 4.0 ± 0.0 (n = 1) NR NR NR
Blinding

Guessed sham 60% 70% 20% 20% 20% 10%
Guessed 2 mA 40% 30% 50% 60% 40% 40%
Guessed 4 mA 0% 0% 30% 20% 40% 50%

Sensations were reported on a 10-point Likert-type scale (1 = “barely perceptible” and 10 = “most I could possible
stand”). Blinding results are percent guessed (correct guesses bolded). NR = none reported.

4. Discussion

The present study examined, for the first time, the interaction between sex and isokinetic FT
response to tDCS. It was hypothesized that either tDCS intensity would induce sex-related differences
in the performance of the fatiguing isokinetic task. The results support this hypothesis. The men
exhibited similar fatigability of the right knee extensors as women in the sham and 2 mA conditions but
were significantly less fatigable (lower FI) than women in the 4 mA condition. In addition, the women
had a trend toward significance between sham and 4 mA, but there were no differences between any
tDCS intensities in the men. This study adds to previous findings [14,15], which also showed increased
fatigability in young, healthy adults (men and women) from 2 mA and 4 mA tDCS during a similar
isokinetic FT. In the current study, only 4 mA tDCS showed a trend of being significantly different from
sham in women, but there was no effect at sham, 2 mA, and 4 mA on fatigability in men. The increased
fatigability of the right knee extensors in women in the 4 mA tDCS condition might have resulted from
altered motor unit recruitment/discharge rate or cortical hyperexcitability, as previously described [15].

Possible explanations for these different observed responses to tDCS might be (1) variations in skull
structure/composition between men and women, such as cortical bone density and cancellous bone
thickness [6], and (2) disparate background hormone levels common between men and women [7,8].
Russell et al. [6] used Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) informed electrical current stimulation
modeling to estimate the current intensity received at the cortex of men and women from 0.5 mA, 1 mA,
and 2 mA tDCS. Their results revealed significant sex differences, with men receiving approximately
45% more cortical current than women. The large differences in frontal-parietal current density values
were particularly significant. The authors attributed their findings to the different bone structures
observed between the women and the men. Specifically, the men had thicker parietal skulls, which
were primarily composed of cancellous bone, and the women had thinner parietal skulls, containing
mostly cortical bone. Given that cortical bone is denser that cancellous bone, the authors concluded
that a higher composition of cortical bone resulted in less current arriving at the cortex. However,
the results of the present study contradict those of Russel et al. [6] and might be explained by the
differences in age between of the two groups of participants. In the present study, the mean ± SD age
was 24 ± 3.5 years in men (range = 20–30 years) and 25 ± 4.3 years in women (range = 19–30 years).
In Russell et al. [6], the mean ± SD age for men was 53.0 ± 11.5 years (range of 34–68 years) and
50.5 ± 14.3 years (range of 21–75 years) for women. Bone density, including the skull, deteriorates with
age in women and remains consistent in men over their lifetime [44]. Therefore, considering the results
of the present study, it is suggested that skull bone density does not completely explain differences in
received brain current between men and women. Interestingly, there was a trend toward significant
stimulation condition differences in the 4 mA condition compared to sham (p = 0.069) in women, while
there were no other differences observed in women or in men. This lack of significance might be due to
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the small number of participants (n = 10 in each group), but it may also strengthen the argument that
higher intensities, e.g., ≥ 4 mA as suggested by Vöröslakos et al. [4], might be required for sufficient
current to reach the brain [4,15,22,45]. Vöröslakos et al. [4] showed that only a small fraction of the
transcranial current might reach the brain and up to 75% might be lost at the scalp, subcutaneous tissue,
muscle, and skull. These tissues serve as an effective shunt and may result in at least a 50% reduction of
current intensity in the soft tissues (e.g., scalp and subcutaneous tissues) and a 10%–25% (depending on
skull thickness) reduction from the serial resistance of the skull. Nevertheless, exploration of the higher
intensities to get effective current past the electrical shunts, 4–6 mA as indicated by their findings [4],
should only be explored with extreme caution and sufficient justification. On the contrary, preliminary
evidence from living patients implanted with deep brain stimulation electrodes (n = 3) indicated that
dose-dependent tDCS-induced electrical fields were present at the basal ganglia [46].

The finding of no difference between men and women in leg muscle fatigability during an
isokinetic FT, especially in the sham condition, is interesting as it diverges from the commonly reported
fatigue-resistance advantage demonstrated by women. Over the past several decades, there has
been mounting evidence that women are more resistant to muscle fatigue than men (for review
see [47]). However, there are also some contrary reports of comparable fatigue between men and
women [48,49]. Nevertheless, sex differences in leg muscle fatigability with the current experimental
protocol might have been expected. Although it is difficult to ascertain the precise reason for our null
findings, the lack of sex differences is likely related to the concept that the prevailing mechanisms that
impair performance vary with the characteristics of the task being performed (task specificity) [50,51].
Furthermore, one study found sex differences in fatigability for repeated slow-velocity contractions [52],
but these are tempered when the repeated contractions are performed at a relatively high velocity [53],
similar to the FT in the present study. A possible explanation for the diminished sex difference during
fast-velocity contractions may involve the distinct energy utilization of the different muscle fiber types
(the composition of which differs between men and women) predominantly recruited at slow and fast
velocities. Relative to isometric contractions, larger increases in energy utilization were seen for ‘slow’
muscles compared with ‘fast’ muscles during maximal-velocity contractions of animal muscle [54].
Extrapolating this finding to humans, it can be reasonably assumed that the greater fatigue resistance
of women compared with men during slow contractions would be diminished during fast-velocity
contractions involving smaller work-to-rest ratios.

Finally, both intensities, 2 mA and 4 mA, were well tolerated by men and women, and these
tolerability reports are similar to previous findings [14,15]. A few participants reported moderate
sensations (severity = 4–6), but these occurred in each tDCS condition, including sham. Importantly,
all of the participants reported that these sensations were only present during the stimulation period and
were resolved within minutes after stimulation ended. Nevertheless, future studies using stimulation
intensities >2 mA warrant considerate application and consistent communication with participants
before, during, and after tDCS application. For the stimulation blinding, a majority correctly guessed
sham (women = 60%, men => 70%), while approximately half correctly guessed 2 mA (women = 50%,
men = 60%) and 4 mA (women = 40%, men = 50%). However, an equal number of participants
incorrectly guessed 2 mA (women = 40%, men = 40%) for the 4 mA condition. Thus, only 20%
of women and 10% of men incorrectly guessed sham for the 4 mA condition. These data indicate
that participant blinding at higher intensities may not be as feasible as more moderate intensities
(i.e., ≤2 mA) [55,56]. One possible solution to improve blinding integrity at higher intensities and
over repeated sessions would be to slightly alter the duration of the stimulation during the sham
condition [57,58]. This might be accomplished by ramping up over 30 s, maintaining the stimulation
for 30 s, and then ramping down over 30 s; this sham paradigm has been found to achieve high levels
of blinding [58].

There are some limitations in this study. It is possible that different hormone levels affected the
effectiveness of tDCS in this study. Previous studies have shown that ovarian hormones, such as
estrogen, enhanced neural excitability by modulating the activity of neurotransmitter receptors
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(GABA-A and N-methyl-D-aspartate [NMDA] receptors), and indirectly, by modulating ion channels
(fast non-genomic action) [59–62]. Inghilleri et al. [63] reported that high estrogen levels in the late
follicular phase of the menstrual cycle increased cortical excitability similar to men, as measured by
increases in motor evoked potential size after excitability-enhancing repetitive transcranial motor
stimulation (rTMS). On the other hand, during menstrual phases with lower estrogen levels, excitability
enhancements in women were blunted. Hormone levels and menstrual cycles of the women in this
study were not investigated and may have affected the results. Thus, it is possible that the respective
sex differences in the present study were influenced by potentially different hormone levels in women.
The relatively small number of men and women should also be considered when generalizing the
results to other populations or studies. However, despite the small number of subjects (n = 10) in each
group, the effects sizes of the significant and trending results were large (d = 0.99 and 1.07, respectively)
and strengthen the validity of these preliminary findings. In addition, a measure of cortical excitability
was not available or obtained, and the excitability changes from either tDCS intensity (2 mA, 4 mA) is
therefore unclear. Maintaining participant blinding integrity in repeated-session tDCS studies (when
participants experience multiple tDCS conditions) is a constant limitation for repeated-measure study
designs [64], and challenges with blinding might be greater at higher intensities (>2 mA). Sensation
blinding might also be assessed by determining sensations experienced at different times during the
stimulation period [45] or by changing the ‘target’ stimulation in the sham condition to match or exceed
the highest used intensity. In this study, a common sham stimulation paradigm was used, but alternate
methods, such as those described above [58], might improve blinding effectiveness.

Future studies should continue evaluating sex differences in tDCS responses, especially for motor
performances. Furthermore, prospective investigations are needed to elucidate the specific role of
sex hormones, in both women and in men, on cortical neuroplasticity during tDCS experiments.
In addition, investigations that include both men and women should consider the potential impact
that sex differences may pose to study outcomes and control or power for these in their analyses.
Considering the purported influences of skull structure and hormone levels on tDCS effectiveness, and
that bone structure and hormones change differently in men and women with aging, more studies
are also needed to clarify the roles and interactions of sex and age on stimulation-related outcomes.
The discovery of optimal stimulation parameters specific to each sex (e.g., lower intensity for men,
higher intensity for women, or vice versa) might represent an important first step toward customized
tDCS parameters for individual participants. Lastly, in addition to the unclear contribution of sex
differences in tDCS studies, remaining open questions such as the optimal timing of tDCS (before
or during), the effects of stimulation brain location (e.g., M1 vs. prefrontal areas), and the effects of
aging need to be investigated. The underlying mechanisms of tDCS should be also addressed with
transcranial magnetic stimulation (TMS), electromyography (EMG), and neuroimaging techniques,
such as positron emission tomography (PET) and functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI).

5. Conclusions

Four mA tDCS induced greater leg muscle fatigability in women than in men, potentially from
sex-related differences in skull structure (bone thickness and density) and hormone levels. No sex
differences in fatigability (i.e., in the sham condition) were observed, which was likely due to task
specificity and the high contraction velocity of the FT. Both tDCS intensities (2 mA and 4 mA) were
generally well tolerated by men and women, and most sensation severities were similar between the
tDCS conditions. The results of this study indicate that sex differences should be considered in tDCS
studies, and that sex-specific adjustments to stimulation intensities should be investigated. However,
if such a strategy is applied, men or women might be exposed to higher current densities, which
may present difficulties in controlling for blinding and placebo effects. Ideally, study designs should
consider the influence of sex, skull density, and hormones, in addition to electrode size and location,
because each of these variables may influence the results. These variables should be carefully weighed
when designing or interpreting outcomes and may have important consequences in clinical practice.
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